The COVID-19 pandemic landed during an already dire eviction crisis and threatened to make it much worse. With a severe shortage of affordable housing and rising rents, the number of cost-burdened North Carolina households—already over a million—continued to rise with the sudden rise in unemployment. One of the most impactful interventions ultimately came from the Centers for Disease Control's eviction moratorium, which saved lives.

Background

January 21, 2020 marked the first diagnosed case of COVID-19 in the United States [1]. As of May 2, 2021, there were more than 32.1 million confirmed cases and over 573,000 deaths in the United States [2], and 969,752 cases and 12,651 deaths in North Carolina [3].

Within a month of the first US case, global travel was severely restricted, and the World Health Organization declared a global health emergency. In North Carolina, Governor Roy Cooper declared a state of emergency in March. With this order, the state closed schools and restaurants, banned mass gatherings, and eventually issued a Stay at Home order beginning March 30, 2020 [4]. The shutdown of commerce resulted nationally in an unemployment rate of 14.8%, the highest rate recorded since data has been collected by the federal government [5]. The leisure and hospitality industry saw an even higher unemployment rate of 39.3% [5]. Initial claims for unemployment assistance in North Carolina soared from about 3500 weekly before COVID-19 to over 172,000 the week of March 28, 2020 (Figure 1) [6]. Over 1.54 million new unemployment claims were filed in North Carolina in 2020, representing 30% of the prepandemic workforce [7]. Women, Latinx people, immigrants, young workers, and those with less education were most vulnerable to layoffs, and those groups were already among the most precariously housed [8].

Prepandemic Housing Insecurity in North Carolina

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, more than 1.1 million households with over 2.8 million residents lived in housing that was too expensive for their incomes [9]. According to the American Community Survey (2015-2019), over one-third of homeowners (36.4%) and half of renters (47.4%) in North Carolina were considered cost-burdened, spending more than 30% of their income on housing-related costs [9]. According to a 2020 study by the Urban Institute, there is a projected deficit of over 380,000 low-income or affordable units in North Carolina in the next decade [10]. The majority of existing low-cost rental stock is unsubsidized, with no public funding or support for tenants. In its report, the Urban Institute projected a growth of 866,000 new households over the next decade, with faster growth among low-income residents, requiring nearly a million new housing units in North Carolina by 2030 to keep up with projected demand [10]. As a result of the lack of affordability, North Carolina already had a high eviction rate with about 170,000 summary ejectment filings (evictions) each year [11]. Lack of affordability and high eviction rates have contributed to more than 27,900 people in the state experiencing homelessness [12].

Eviction Moratoria and Rental Assistance Programs

North Carolina Chief Justice Cheri Beasley intervened early and forcefully in response to the emergency. On March 13, 2020, Justice Beasley ordered local courts to postpone most proceedings for 30 days, including the filing of petitions in summary ejectment (as evictions are styled in the North Carolina legal system) [13]. In late March, Governor Cooper reinforced Justice Beasley’s order, confirming in Executive Order No. 124 that “there should be no new evictions” and “no new rental bonds due” and prohibited utility service providers from terminating service for nonpayment [14].

Nationally the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (the CARES Act) became law on March 27.
The CARES Act, while containing numerous health-related provisions for testing and research, was primarily an economic stimulus package. Its $2.1 trillion in aid was devoted to business loans, supplemental unemployment insurance, and one-time stimulus checks to individuals, and included a Coronavirus Relief Fund of $150 billion [15]. The Act provided for forbearance of payments on federally backed mortgages and emergency housing assistance funds to address the needs of low-income renters and people experiencing homelessness. Among its many provisions was a nationwide temporary moratorium on evictions in properties that participate in federal assistance programs (including the Section 8 voucher program) or are subject to a federally backed mortgage loan. The Act prohibited landlords from evicting residents or charging late fees for nonpayment, and from evicting for any reason with fewer than 30 days’ notice. The scope and impact of the federal moratorium was unclear, as only about a third of all renter households were covered since the act only applied to properties with federally backed loans [16].

Funds specifically earmarked for housing support were allocated to North Carolina under the Housing and Urban Development Emergency Solutions Grants (ESG), Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), and Community Services Block Grant (CSBG) programs. These grants were to be used to fund homelessness prevention, rapid rehousing, rent and mortgage payments, and related housing costs. Funds allocated under these programs were distributed directly by local governmental agencies and through nonprofit channels. General CARES Act funding through the Coronavirus Relief Fund was distributed to local governments based on population, with North Carolina receiving an initial allocation of $4.07 billion [17]. Roughly $2.07 billion of the total was allocated directly to the larger cities and counties, with the balance of the state’s allocation going to fund a series of relief funds established by the state legislature under the 2020 COVID-19 Recovery Act and supplemental legislation.

Nearly 650,000 North Carolinians had lost their jobs by May 2020 [18]. Facing a crisis of continued potential evictions, on May 30, 2020, Governor Cooper extended a statewide moratorium on evictions and utility service terminations through June 20 [19]. After a series of interim orders extending filing deadlines, the Chief Justice further extended the moratorium on evictions and announced the creation of a new landlord/tenant mediation program. Since then, Legal Aid of North Carolina has worked with local teams to establish mediation programs.

Even with these protections in place, a backlog of 10,000 eviction cases (including about 2000 filed since the Stay at Home order was announced) were still pending when the North Carolina eviction moratoria expired at the end of June 2020 [20]. The CARES Act moratorium expired on July 24, but it included a provision that prevented tenants from
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being removed until August 23 at the earliest. The courts were beginning to deal with a sudden surge in new summary ejection filings.

**The CDC Acts**

On September 4, 2020, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) ordered a Temporary Halt in Residential Evictions to Prevent the Further Spread of COVID-19 under the Public Health Service Act 42 US Code § 264 Regulations to Control Communicable Diseases [21]. This order, for the first time explicitly placing public health goals at the center of national eviction policy, expanded the eviction moratorium of the CARES Act to all rental units and all renters who provide a declaration as to the income and other eligibility criteria set out in the order. On October 28, Governor Cooper strengthened the CDC moratorium by requiring landlords to assist in the declaration process [22]. The moratorium was extended twice by both the CDC and by orders from the governor, and was extended a third time by the CDC on March 28, with the expiration date then moved out to June 30, 2021 [23].

The North Carolina Housing Opportunities and Prevention of Evictions Program (HOPE Program), administered by the North Carolina Office of Recovery and Resiliency (NCORR) in the state Department of Public Safety, was funded by CARES Act allocations and began accepting applications on October 15, 2020 [24]. The program provided rent and utility assistance to prevent evictions and utility disconnections. United Way of North Carolina and NC 211 provided call center support for the HOPE Program. In less than a month, 37,000 renters applied for assistance and the program stopped taking new applications on November 11 [25]. Initially some landlords, unwilling to accept the terms of assistance, refused the HOPE payments [26]. Changes were made to the terms of the landlord agreements in January 2021 in order to entice more landlord participation [27]. According to recent news reports, tenants have faced utility cutoffs, threatened evictions, and lack of communications from caseworkers administering the program [28]. Four months after the application period ended, only 55% of funds have been paid to landlords or utility providers [29].

More rental assistance is on the way, promising relief to HOPE and other housing programs. On December 21, as part of the $900 billion Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act, Congress created the Emergency Rental Assistance Program (ERAP), with $25 billion for rental assistance, some of which is already flowing directly to municipalities and county governments across the state [30]. The ERAP covers significantly more rent and other housing costs—up to 12 months including arrears and prospective rent—and unlike previous programs, landlords may initiate the application directly on behalf of their qualifying tenants.

The American Rescue Plan signed by President Biden on March 11, 2021, adds $21.5 billion to the ERAP, $10 billion for homeowners to avoid foreclosures, $5 billion for emergency housing vouchers, and $5 billion to help create housing and services for people experiencing or at risk of homelessness [31]. Finally, Governor Cooper signed the North Carolina COVID-19 Response & Relief Act (NC House Bill 196) on March 11, 2021, adding additional state funds to federal emergency rental assistance, but also adding additional requirements and provisions that the North Carolina Housing Coalition says, “will greatly delay and frustrate the state’s efforts to ensure that rental assistance reaches the folks who need it most in a timely manner” [32].

**Housing Security as Public Health Policy**

The feared tsunami of evictions and the resulting waves of homelessness have so far been avoided. Local, state, and federal governments acted aggressively to hold off mass displacements during the crisis by closing courts, suspending new eviction filings, and delaying the execution of writs of possession. Financial assistance in the form of unemployment insurance, stimulus checks, and emergency rental assistance funds helped prevent a housing meltdown. As a result of court closings and moratoria, evictions have fallen sharply. Yet, while there were half as many evictions in 2020 as in a typical year, there were still nearly 87,000 summary ejection cases filed in North Carolina courts [33].

The actions to stabilize housing security have saved lives. Evictions lead to significant increases in infections and deaths from COVID-19. One observational study showed that states that lifted moratoriums had 2.1 times more COVID-19 cases than states that maintained their moratoriums, and mortality rates 5.4 times higher [34]. Similar findings were made by a team of researchers at Duke University, who examined data from 3141 counties in the United States with a patchwork of eviction policies and measures to reduce housing insecurity in place between March and November 2020. They concluded that these provisions alone reduced COVID-19 infections by 3.8% and deaths by 11% [35]. Further studies showed that likely mechanisms of transmission were increased social contacts from overcrowding.

**Conclusions**

Before the pandemic, North Carolina’s housing situation was untenable and renters were being evicted at an alarming rate, even in an economic environment marked by years of expansion and low unemployment. Sustained strong economic activity benefitted some but drove rents up and vacancy rates down in most urban areas across the state. Renters increasingly were forced to pay an unreasonable percentage of their income on housing and forced to settle for substandard conditions or to cut food or medicine.

Rents, late fees, excessive utility bills, and repair costs make it hard for low-income tenants to keep up. The consequences are dire: households are pushed deeper into poverty and homelessness; they lose possessions too costly to move; their kids’ schooling is interrupted and health put
under stress; landlords incur lost rent, vacancies, legal fees, and court costs; and burdens are placed on homeless shelters, social services, hospitals, courts, and sheriff departments. Neighborhoods with high rates of evictions and housing instability continue the cycle of deterioration.

A research team created an epidemiological model to simulate household spread of COVID-19 as an eviction-driven wave of transmission networks resulting from displaced householders doubling up with relatives or being forced into close proximity at homeless shelters or in encampments. According to their results, “the CDC-mandated national order prohibiting evictions from September 4–December 31, 2020 likely prevented thousands of excess COVID-19 infections for every million metropolitan residents” [36].

The COVID-19 pandemic underscored the need to address housing as a public health issue with increased publicly supported housing options, increased funding for rental assistance, and increased development of quality affordable housing options. NCMJ
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